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This note is addressed not  so much to  the measure- 
ment of investment performance as to  the question 
whether a method which considers both the assets 
and the  liabilities is possible. 

It is commonly supposed that, in order t o  determine 
the effective rate of return, all that is necessary is 
to form an equation of the  type: 

V,(l+i) + C(l +i/2) - B(l+i/2) = V, 

and solve for i. 

But this ignores the long-term relationship (which 
necessarily exists and is different in every case) 
between assets and liabilities. Clearly the investment 
manager's organization of  the portfolio must take 
account of  the projected cash flow. 

It is inherently unlikely that the  same portfolio of 
assets will suit the  needs of a fund which is projected 
to grow and also one  which is projected to decline. 
Therefore, the same investment manager, using the 
same professional skill in each case, should show 
different results for each fund but  the  measurement 
of the  effective rate of return would take no account 
of this - there would simply be  an unexplained 
difference between his "performance" in one case 
and his "performance" in the  other. If he does show 
the same result then, presumably, something is 
wrong. 

How then should investment performance measures 
take account of the differing results which are (or 
should be) associated with different cash flow 
situations? . . 

Here is a n  outline, in algebraic terms, of  a possible 
approach to  this problem. 

We suppose, initially, that we can allocate the assets 
(at market value) according to  year of  maturity or 
intended sale and equate each year's allocated assets 
to the  present value (calculated at ,  say, the valuation 
interest rate i - or possibly at a n  arbitrary rate) of 
the projected cash flow for that year. Thus: 

A, = B n  
where B, represents the projected benefit payments 
for the coming year. 

The fact that we d o  not know when we are going to  
sell any  of our stocks or bonds is immaterial - all 
that is required is that  we make a n  allocation which, 
initially, we  treat as  fixed and definite. 

If there is cash flow projected for which we have 
no assets available (i.e., we have allocated all our 
A's but  there is a projected cash flow extending 
beyond 'B,), then those B's can be omitted 
altogether because their existence is immaterial for 
our purpose. 

Perhaps it is worth adding here the comment that  
what we are calling B,, B, , B,, . . . could represent, 
in the case of  a superannuation fund for example, 
the projected cash flow, year by year, of benefits 
accrued at the  time our initial measurement period 
begins - thus we are studying the relationship be- 
tween the market-value of assets and the value of 
accrued benefits and how that relationship changes 
over each measurement period. 

Of course other values could be  assigned to  the B's. 
For instance, the cash flow associated with accrued 
vested benefits. 

~ s s u m e  now t h a t  a measurement interval (one year 
for the purpose of this note - but could be  any 
period) elapses. During that time there will be  
dividends and interest o n  the A's and changes in the  
market value of the  A's. The B's will not alter 
(because we assume that our assumptions are 
accurate over the measurement period) and vt 
becomes (l+i)vt or vt-' . 
Thus at  the  end of the first measurement interval 
we have: 

Dividends, interest, sales and maturities 

= e , A , + e , A ,  + e 2 A ,  + . . . +  enAn,say .  

Also, the effect o n  the A's of  sales, maturities and 
changes may be  represented by:  

E ,A, ,E ,A, , .  . . E n A n .  

Further, we will require to line up our assets at  the 
end of the measurement period to conform with 
the constraints described in the next paragraph. We 
represent these changes by a series of positive 
multipliers p, p,, p , ,  p , ,  . . . etc. employed a s  
follows: 



15.  The constraints which we impose o n  the selections adjusted by En and p,. Also p,e, = 1. 
of p, PO, p ,  , P,, etc., are: 16. Since all the  R's are positive or  zero it is clear that 

we would write ( l + x j  in place of ( l+i)  and set all 
(a) that R,, R , ,  R2 . . . Rn-1 shall each be the R's equal to  zero. We then have a cash-flow- 

positive or zero. constrained set of  equations to  solve for (l+x). 

(b) pnEnAn = B,, i.e., Bn is the  benefit payment in 17. Writing f, for pe,, f ,  for pel  etc., and F, for 
the measurement interval and is exactly pro- p,E,, F ,  for p ,  E l  etc., and using matrix notation 
vided for by our initial allocation An as we can put the equations of  paragraph 14 in the 

form: 

or, more concisely, 

FA = (l+x)A 
or ,  equivalently, 

pair of allocations of the A's (i.e., the beginning set 
of A's and the ending set of A's) there will be one 
dominant latent root of the associated character- 
istic eauation. 

[ F  - ( l+x)I]  = 0 23. Our tentative researches would seem therefore to  
an equation which will yield n + 1 latent roots, i.e. have identified a measure of investment perform- 
n + 1 values for x. ance which takes heed of both assets and liabilities. 

What, it may be asked, is the point of this notational 
excursion? The point is to demonstrate that the 
roots we  are looking for are the latent roots of the 
so-called characteristic equation: 

F - ( l+x) I = 0 
and to make use of the known results for the latent 
roots of a matrix of our form F. 

Australian readers and others familiar with the work 
of Professor J. H. Pollard (Associate Professor of 
Actuarial Studies and Population Mathematics at 
Macquarie University) will recognize our matrix 1' 
as  having the same form as a Leslie matrix - a 
matrix which occurs in population mathematics 
and with respect to which very useful results are 
known. In particular, it is known that a matrix of 
our form, with its n + 1 latent roots, has only one  
positive latent root  and that this root is greater in 
absolute value than any of the other n roots (some 
or all of  which may b e  complex). 

This positive latent root  is, of course, what we are 
looking for. It supplies us with a value for (1  + x) 
which dominates all the  other values and gives us a 
measure of growth which takes account of the re- 
lated cash flow of liabilities. 

How can we make this claim, though, given that the 
B's play no apparent part in our final equation: 

F - ( 1  + x ) I = O ?  

The answer lies in the  fact that the elements of  F 
are related to our arbitrary allocation of the A's to 
years o f  sale or maturity - an allocation which is 
arbitrary, however, only within the constraints of 
paragraph 15. 

Thus the  B's are fixed but, subject to the constraints, 
the A's are allocated arbitrarily. To  each possible 

This modest success, however, is clouded by the 
arbitrariness which (I think, rightly), we allow our- 
selves in the allocation of assets - so that instead 
of one measure we have a multitude. 

24. It seems inevitable that  one of this multitude of 
dominant latent roots will be the greatest and 
might be  taken as our final measure. However, it 
may be  that our conclusion should be that there is 
no single measure of investment return which 
recognises not only the  assets but also the liabilities 
and what we have been pursuing is a will o' the wisp. 

Notes 

(A) It may be  objected that  contribution income has 
been overlooked. However, contributions cause no 
particular problem. At the end of each measurement 
period (which may be made to coincide with the 
receipt of a contribution) we can allocate the  contri- 
bution in the same arbitrary way that the other 
assets are allocated and recompute the B's to recog- 
nise the  furhter accrual associated with the time 
elapsed during the measurement period. We then 
proceed to  apply the same measurement process t o  
the new A's and B's for the next period. 

(B) It may also be  objected that  it may not b e  possible 
to secure that  all the R's shall be positive or zero as 
required b y  paragraph 15. In that case we make all 
the R's negative or zero and will expect to find that 
x is less than i. 

(C) References which may be  useful are: 

Mathematical Models for the Growth of Human 
Populations by J.H. Pollard. Cambridge 1973. 

On the use of matrices in certain population mathe- 
matics b y  P.H. Leslie. Biometrika XXXIII November 
1945. 


